




EXPEDITION

EXPEDITION
The Silva Expedition Series is for 
experienced users and professionals. 
Silva Expedition is your best choice if 
you want a baseplate compass with 
many features such as slope card and 
a scale lanyard.

ART. NO. 37448

COMPASS BOX FOR 28 COMPASSES

COMPASS BOX FOR 28 
COMPASSES
This Silva Compass box has room for 
28 compasses. It will fit any model 
with a size of the base plate up to 110 
mm. A box is a perfect tool for
keeping your compasses in order,
especially when teaching schools,
scout groups or other educational
groups. No compasses included!

ART. NO. 37163



RANGER

RANGER
Silva compass Ranger Global is a 
traditional baseplate compass 
commonly used by hikers 
mountaineers, backpackers and 
hunters. It has all the features you 
need for your adventure. If you are 
looking for a basic, yet functional 
compass for your outdoor adventure, 
Ranger should be your choice. The 
Ranger features rubber grip for easy 
handling and comes with a use-
anywhere declination scale inside 
the capsule. A base plate map-
measuring in mm and scales of 1:
50,000 and 1:25,000.

ART. NO. 37461

EXPEDITION S

EXPEDITION S
The Silva Expedition S is your 
preferred choice of you need a mirror 
sighting compass with many features. 
It is high performing when it comes to 
accuracy, precision and durability and 
is developed for experienced users 
and professionals.

ART. NO. 37454



FIELD

FIELD
Silva Field is an entry level compass 
designed to meet the demands of 
schools, youth groups and leisure 
outdoor navigators. The Silva Field 
has base plate map-measuring in 
mm and scales of 1:50,000 and 1:
25,000 compatible with most maps. 
The compass features a rubber bezel 
for improved comfort and grip, and a 
detachable safety-release lanyard – 
a reliable companion in all outdoor 
situations!

ART. NO. 37501

RANGER S

RANGER S
Silva compass Ranger S is an easy-
to-use mirror sighting compass that 
is used and appreciated by many 
outdoor enthusiasts; e.g. climbers, 
hikers and hunters. This compass has 
all the necessary features you need 
for your adventures. Silva compass 
Ranger S mirror sighting compass 
should be your choice when you 
must determine direction over long 
distances. The Ranger S features 
rubber grip for easy handling and 
comes with a use-anywhere 
declination scale inside the capsule. 
A base plate map-measuring in mm 
and scales of 1:50,000 and 1:25,000. 
Ranger S has the additional benefit 
of 45-degree angle assistance on the 
mirror sighting function. A go-
anywhere tool for serious compass 
users.

ART. NO. 37467



55-6400 (6400/360)

55-6400 (6400/360)

ART. NO. 37586

5-6400/360

5-6400/360

ART. NO. 37585



EXPEDITION GLOBAL

EXPEDITION GLOBAL
The expert SILVA compass with a 
global needle! The Expedition Global 
is for experienced users and 
professionals. It is high performing 
when it comes to accuracy, precision 
and durability. The global needle also 
makes the compass flexible and 
possible to use all around the world. If 
you are in need of a compass with 
high-end features to use anywhere in 
the world, the Expedition Global 
should be your choice. The compass 
comes with a slope card and a 
distance lanyard.

ART. NO. 37685

POCKET

POCKET
Silva Pocket compass is a small curvy 
compass with a thermometer and 
cardinal directions. With its small size 
and precise needle, this is the 
perfect compass to bring along your 
hike. This compass is not for 
advanced navigation but it is a great 
aid if you need to find the right 
direction or use it as a backup for a 
more advanced compass. It fits right 
in your pocket and comes with a 
carabiner hook for attachment as 
well as a thermometer to keep you 
aware of your environment’s 
shiftings. Keep this compass in your 
pocket at all times and you’ll be safe!

ART. NO. 37617



RANGER GLOBAL

RANGER GLOBAL
Silva compass Ranger Global is a 
traditional baseplate compass 
commonly used by hikers 
mountaineers, backpackers and 
hunters. The global needle also 
makes the compass flexible and 
possible to use all around the world. 
If you are looking for a basic, yet 
functional compass for your outdoor 
adventure anywhere in the world, 
Ranger Global should be your choice. 
Ranger Global features rubber grip 
for easy handling and comes with a 
use-anywhere declination scale 
inside the capsule, a magnifying lens, 
and base plate map-measuring in 
mm and scales of 1:25k, 1:50k. The 
baseplate is curved-up at the back-
end for perfect fit in the hand. The 
red/black north-south lines in the 
capsule bottom ensures easy and 
safe settling. The distinct arrow and 
scales/markings in a clear 
contemporary font combined with 
lots of transparency in the baseplate 
makes navigating easier - when 
activated in light the luminous 
markings enable night time 
navigation. The needle is made from 
finest Swedish steel with high quality 
magnetic features.

    

    

 

ART. NO. 37684

Price: 13.12:-



ARC JET 360 RIGHT

ARC JET 360 RIGHT
Arc Jet 360 is a perfect choice when 
you are looking for a high-
performance thumb compass with a 
rotatable housing. With this feature, 
you can use the Silva 1-2-3 system 
for easy navigation. This compass 
has all the high-end qualities that 
you need for fast navigation while 
running and comes in left and right 
versions depending on your 
preference.

ART. NO. 37894

ARC JET 360 LEFT

ARC JET 360 LEFT
Arc Jet 360 is a perfect choice when 
you are looking for a high-
performance thumb compass with a 
rotatable housing. With this feature, 
you can use the Silva 1-2-3 system 
for easy navigation. This compass 
has all the high-end qualities that 
you need for fast navigation while 
running and comes in left and right 
versions depending on your 
preference.

ART. NO. 37893



ARC JET RIGHT

ARC JET RIGHT
Arc Jet is the compass to go for 
when you are looking for a high-
performance thumb compass with a 
clean, fixed capsule without 
distractions. The clean design 
provides lots of transparency and 
increases the map visibility. This 
compass has all the high-end 
qualities that you need for fast 
navigation while running and comes 
in left and right versions depending 
on your preference.

ART. NO. 37898

ARC JET LEFT

ARC JET LEFT
Arc Jet is the compass to go for 
when you are looking for a high-
performance thumb compass with a 
clean, fixed capsule without 
distractions. The clean design 
provides lots of transparency and 
increases the map visibility. This 
compass has all the high-end 
qualities that you need for fast 
navigation while running and comes 
in left and right versions depending 
on your preference.

ART. NO. 37897



ARC JET C RIGHT

ARC JET C RIGHT
Arc Jet C is the compact version of 
the original Arc Jet compass and fits 
perfect for smaller hands. The 
compass comes with the same 
exclusive Silva Jet 2.0 high 
performance needle as the Arc Jet. It 
has the same capsule size and 
quality as the original, but with a 
smaller thumb rest and is available in 
left and right versions depending on 
your preference. The Arc Jet C has a 
clean, fixed capsule without 
distractions which provide lots of 
transparency and increase the map 
visibility. It is the optimal choice 
when you do not want any 
unnecessary clutter in order to fully 
focus on your activity.

ART. NO. 37902

ARC JET C LEFT

ARC JET C LEFT
Arc Jet C is the compact version of 
the original Arc Jet compass and fits 
perfect for smaller hands. The 
compass comes with the same 
exclusive Silva Jet 2.0 high 
performance needle as the Arc Jet. It 
has the same capsule size and 
quality as the original, but with a 
smaller thumb rest and is available in 
left and right versions depending on 
your preference. The Arc Jet C has a 
clean, fixed capsule without 
distractions which provide lots of 
transparency and increase the map 
visibility. It is the optimal choice 
when you do not want any 
unnecessary clutter in order to fully 
focus on your activity.

ART. NO. 37901



ARC JET OMC

ARC JET OMC
The Arc Jet OMC is the wrist 
compass in the Arc Jet-series. It has 
the Silva Jet 2.0 high performance 
needle with unmatched needle 
stability and the Spectra speed dial 
graphics on the capsule.

ART. NO. 37904

ARC ZOOM C

ARC ZOOM C
Arc Zoom C is a magnifier that is 
compatible with our Arc Jet C series. 
The Zoom is easily attached to the 
baseplate and due to its functional 
design it becomes well integrated 
with the compass.

ART. NO. 37903



SPIKE JET ZOOM

SPIKE JET ZOOM
The Spike Jet Zoom features a large 
magnifying lens for more detailed 
map reading. The rotatable housing 
has 360° graduation markings, 
extended orienteering lines and a 
grip friendly surface. Furthermore the 
baseplate features a detachable 
scale slider at the tip making it our 
most comprehensive orienteering 
baseplate compass.

ART. NO. 37907

BEGIN 2

BEGIN 2
The Begin 2 wrist compass is the 
perfect entry-level compass for 
children. It is small and designed to 
fit perfectly on a child’s hand. Thanks 
to the wrist band, both hands are 
free which makes it easier to hold 
the map and focus on the direction.

ART. NO. 37905



THUMB PLATE ARC JET

THUMB PLATE ARC 
JET
The thumb plate is detachable on 
our Arc Jet compasses and an extra 
thumb plate will replace worn out or 
lost ones.

ART. NO. 38064

ARC ZOOM

ARC ZOOM
Arc Zoom is a magnifier that is 
compatible with our Arc Jet series. 
The Zoom is easily attached to the 
baseplate and due to its functional 
design it becomes well integrated 
with the compass.

ART. NO. 37909



SCALE SLIDE KIT

SCALE SLIDE KIT
The scale slide tip is detachable on 
many of our compasses and our 
scale slide kit will replace your worn 
out scale slide.

ART. NO. 38066

THUMB BAND KIT ARC JET

THUMB BAND KIT ARC 
JET
Get an extra kit of thumb bands to 
your Arc Jet compass. A soft and a 
firm band is included in this kit.

ART. NO. 38065



STARTER 1-2-3

STARTER 1-2-3
The entry level compass Starter 1-2-3 
is a great alternative when you just 
want to get going. It’s a compass 
appreciated by scouts, schools and 
leisure outdoor navigators. This 
compass combines simplicity with 
comfort and will become a reliable 
companion in all navigation 
situations. Starter 1-2-3 map 
measuring scales in mm and inches 
compatible with most maps. It also 
features a turnable housing that’s 
compatible with the Silva 1-2-3 
system. A detachable, safety release 
lanyard is included.

ART. NO. 37680-9001

THUMB BAND ARC JET C

THUMB BAND ARC 
JET C
Get an extra thumb band to your Arc 
Jet C compass. The thumb band is 
rubberized on the inside for optimal 
friction.

ART. NO. 38084



COMPASS CASE

COMPASS CASE
Make sure you have your compasses 
protected and ready for your next 
session with this zippered compass 
case with a pocket on the inside.

ART. NO. 36993-1

RANGER SL

RANGER SL
Silva Ranger SL is a very small 
sighting compass, especially 
appreciated by backpackers and 
climbers. It has all the necessary 
features you need for your 
adventure. The Ranger SL features a 
built-in sun dial that helps you see 
what time it is judging by the position 
of the sun. It has luminous markings 
that enables night navigation. The 
compass can be attached to your 
jacket with a safety pin, thereby 
allowing hands-free navigation. 
Ranger SL also features a rotatable 
compass housing which enables easy 
navigation using the Silva 1-2-3 
technique.

ART. NO. 34952-1011



16DCL

16DCL

ART. NO. 36814-9511

EXPEDITION 4-6400/360

EXPEDITION 4-6400
/360

ART. NO. 35692-1511





100P

100P
100P is a bulkhead-mounted marine 
compass designed for sailboats and 
yachtsmen that demand absolute 
accuracy, a steady card in all 
conditions and high heeling angles. It 
is suitable for mast-mounting thanks 
to front reading, 30° heeling angle 
and three lubber lines for multi-angle 
reading. The main steering scale on 
the horizontal part and direct 
reading on the vertical edge make 
the 100P ideal for boats with a sitting 
as well as a standing helmsman. 
With its compact size, 100P will it fit 
in most spaces and boats.

ART. NO. 37186-0101

125FTC

125FTC
125FTC is a compass designed for 
boats and yachtsmen that demand 
absolute accuracy and a steady card 
in all conditions and heeling angles. 
This compass is suitable for all boat 
tyoes.

ART. NO. 37195-0011



70UNE

70UNE
70UNE is a universal compass that 
can be used in its bracket as a 
steering compass or as a handheld 
sighting compass. If dropped in the 
sea, it floats! This compass is 
suitable for small boats, kayaks, 
dinghies, canoes and more. This boat 
compass can be installed in any 
inclination or position – even upside 
down. It is easily detached from the 
bracket to enable temporary sighting 
use or for security purposes. 70UNE 
comes with a waterproof switch and 
built-in-illumination, powered by two 
watch batteries, that makes it ideal 
for night navigation.

ART. NO. 35014-1191

102B/H

102B/H
102B/H is a high stability, bulkhead-
mounted compass designed for 
sailboats and yachtsmen that 
demand absolute accuracy, a steady 
card in all conditions and heeling 
angles. This compass issuitable for 
sailing boats, motor sailing vessels 
and larger motor yachts. The 
compass permits up to 45° heeling 
and unlimited tilting fore and aft. 
102B/H has a 100 mm capsule, 
gimballed cradle and direct reading 
scale on the vertical edge.

ART. NO. 37198-0011



70UN

70UN
70UN is a universal compass that 
can be used in its bracket as a 
steering compass or as a handheld 
sighting compass. This marine 
compass can be installed in any 
inclination or position, even upside 
down. It is easily detached from the 
bracket to enable temporary 
sighting use or for security purposes. 
With a main steering scale on the 
horizontal part and direct reading on 
the vertical edge.

ART. NO. 35014-9011

70P

70P
70P is a bulkhead mount boat 
compass designed for smaller boats 
that gives you absolute accuracy and 
a steady card in all conditions. The 
compass handles unlimited slope of 
the keel line and a 30º heeling angle. 
The curved lubber line enables swift 
and clear reading at a glance without 
parallax errors. With a main steering 
scale on the horizontal part and 
direct reading on the vertical edge.

ART. NO. 34990-9011



C58

C58
C58 is a bracket mounted steering 
compass designed for movement 
and optimized for powerboats. You 
can mount this marine compass in 
almost any direction or move it 
between boats! Fitted with a 
detachable bracket, it can be 
mounted on almost any boat, 
including power boats, and in almost 
any direction: horizontally, vertically 
or up-side-down. With multiple 
mounting plates (one included) you 
can easily move your compass 
between boats as well as between 
different places on your boat.

ART. NO. 35730-0751

85E

85E
85E is a stable boat compass with 
excellent dampening, perfect for 
small boats in high speeds and rough 
conditions. The clear scales and 
rapid readability of the compass card 
are advantages that make the 85E 
great for high speed navigation and 
rough seas. Thanks to the integrated 
illumination, it is also suitable for 
night navigation.

ART. NO. 37174-0011



CLINOMETER

CLINOMETER
The Silva Clinometer is a popular 
clinometer for all types of vehicles. It 
has two scales, one ±35° and a fine 
tuning scale ± 5°. The Silva 
Clinometer is used for checking the 
heeling angle on sailing boats and for 
the power-trim check on powerboats. 
It is also a perfect working instrument 
for other applications, such as making 
sure that different vehicles and 
equipment sits “level” or keep the 
desired a angle.

ART. NO. 35188-901

58 KAYAK

58 KAYAK
58 Kayak is your most trustworthy 
friend on the kayak! It’s small, 
lightweight and has a unique 
attachment solution developed for 
kayaks. This is the perfect kayak 
compass for serious paddlers. With 
the 58 Kayak you never need to drop 
your gaze from the horizon to check 
your course. The possibility to locate 
the compass right in front of you 
makes it easy to read without letting 
go of the paddle. The rubber straps 
with clips attach easily to the deck 
lines, without any need to drill in the 
deck.

ART. NO. 36528-0751





ORIENTEERING PUNCHES SERIE A

ORIENTEERING 
PUNCHES SERIE A
Classic Silva Orienteering Punches. 
Available in 2 different versions: 432 A 
series and B series.

ART. NO. 55030-4320

MAP MEASURER PATH

MAP MEASURER PATH
A well-planned journey begins in the 
comfort of your own home and leaves 
you time to enjoy the trip once you 
are actually out in the wilderness. 
With a map measurer your trip can be 
planned in detail, to avoid surprises 
on the way. Daily stages linked 
together with the number of days of 
the trip, should be equivalent to the 
distance you want to cover, to reach 
your goal in time.

ART. NO. 37507



REFLECTIVE MARKER 30

REFLECTIVE MARKER 
30
Silvas Reflective Orienteering Markers 
can be used both day and night. The 
reflective print makes it an ideal 
orienteering marker to use during 
night orienteering. Available in 3 
different sizes; 30x30cm, 15x15cm, 
and 6×6 cm. Attached with lanyard.

ART. NO. 55000-301

ORIENTEERING PUNCHES SERIE B

ORIENTEERING 
PUNCHES SERIE B
Classic Silva Orienteering Punches. 
Available in 2 different versions: 432 A 
series and B series.

ART. NO. 55030-4321



REFLECTIVE MARKER 6

REFLECTIVE MARKER 
6
Silvas Reflective Orienteering Markers 
can be used both day and night. The 
reflective print makes it an ideal 
orienteering marker to use during 
night orienteering. Available in 3 
different sizes; 30x30cm, 15x15cm, 
and 6×6 cm. Attached with lanyard.

ART. NO. 55000-051

REFLECTIVE MARKER 15

REFLECTIVE MARKER 
15
Silvas Reflective Orienteering Markers 
can be used both day and night. The 
reflective print makes it an ideal 
orienteering marker to use during 
night orienteering. Available in 3 
different sizes; 30x30cm, 15x15cm, 
and 6×6 cm. Attached with lanyard.

ART. NO. 55000-151



DEMO COMPASS

DEMO COMPASS
This Silva demo compass version is 
an entry level compass designed to 
make it easy and convenient to teach 
the basics of navigation.

ART. NO. 55102-360





SCENIC 8

SCENIC 8
Scenic 8 are a pair of binoculars with 
8 x magnification and a compact, 
foldable design; making them 
suitable for hiking, bird-watching, 
camping, climbing and 
mountaineering.

ART. NO. 37648



POCKET 10X

POCKET 10X
Pocket 8X and Pocket 10X are both 
binoculars to count on when it 
comes to flexibility, quality and 
function. With quality optics and 
long-distance magnification these 
binoculars are the perfect aid for 
making route choices when out 
hiking. The lightweight, foldable 
design and grip friendly exterior lets 
you carry and use them with ease.

   

ART. NO. 37615

Price: 17.25:-POCKET 8X

POCKET 8X
Pocket 8X and Pocket 10X are both 
binoculars to count on when it 
comes to flexibility, quality and 
function. With quality optics and 
long-distance magnification these 
binoculars are the perfect aid for 
making route choices when out 
hiking. The lightweight, foldable 
design and grip friendly exterior lets 
you carry and use them with ease.

   

ART. NO. 37614

Price: 14.95:-



SCENIC 8

SCENIC 8
Scenic 8 are a pair of binoculars with 
8 x magnification and a compact, 
foldable design; making them 
suitable for hiking, bird-watching, 
camping, climbing and 
mountaineering.

   

ART. NO. 37648

Price: 28.75:-POCKET 7X

POCKET 7X
The Silva Pocket 7X can be brought 
with you anywhere at any time. This 
easy-to-use compact monocular will 
provide you with Bak4 optics and 
quick focus as well as great optical 
performance. Fits right in your 
pocket or backpack, so that you 
always have it within reach.

   

ART. NO. 37616

Price: 12.65:-



ETERNA MARINE

ETERNA MARINE
With porro prism design and large 
light throughput these binoculars are 
intended primarily for marine use. A 
key feature is the individual focusing 
function that, after a one-off 
adjustment for individual eyesight, 
gives the freedom to directly focus 
on a desired object without manual 
focusing! Perfect in rough seas. 
Rugged, robust and of course 
waterproof. If you should be unlucky 
enough to drop them in the water, 
Eterna Marine will float!

    

  

ART. NO. 37767

Price: 103.34:-EPIC 10

EPIC 10
Epic 10 combines powerful 10 x 
magnification with a compact, 
waterproof, foldable design; making 
these pair of binoculars perfect for 
any kind of outdoor activity that 
occasionally requires extra Sharp 
Eyes.

    

 

ART. NO. 37649

Price: 46.00:-



ETERNA NAVIGATOR

ETERNA NAVIGATOR
The waterproof Eterna Navigator with 
built-in compass. With porro prism 
design and large light throughput 
these binoculars are intended 
primarily for marine use.

    

   

ART. NO. 37768

Price: 125.51:-


